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It is a well-known fact that one can get 111", velocity ratios of six different 
values having only one planetary gear train (P.G.T.). since, there are six 
possible varieties for choosing the three main dements of P.G.T. as an inpuL 
output, and fixed elements. The main element:;: of P.G.T. are: two central 
gears and the arm. Table I shows the six yarieties of connrction of the main 
elements of the same P.G.T. to the shaft:;:. 
Table I 
The simple r.G.T.-s are u:;:ually characterized hy the h basie (kinematic) 
ratio, whieh is the velocity ratio between the relatiyp angular yeloeities of 
the t,.,-o central gear::;, when the angular yelocitie~ ofth,> c('Htr"l gears are relatf'd 
to the angular velocity of the arm: 
b= (1) 
(0~ (1)1 - [0;3 
The index number 1 and 2 stand always for th., central gears, the number 
3 for the arm. One can choose eithcr number 1 or number 2 for any of the two 
central gears, hut if the choice had been made it must rt'main the 5an1('. 
Thc b basic ratio can he calculated from the diameters of thc gears. 
In case of auxil;,uy planet gears (Fig. 1), the formula is: 
b= 
D~ DnD121 
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The dotted lines in Fig. 1 notify that any of the central gears can be 
externally or internally geared (sun gear or ring gear). Calculating the value 
of b the values of diameters must be taken with sign: an external gear has 
positive sign, an internal gear has a negative one. 
421 .c~ 
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Fig. 1 F:g. :; F:g.3 
The auxiliary planet gear disappears if D 1U. = 
-case 
b = D1 D'j '2 
D?,D.Jl 
6 ~ 
F:g . .J 
D!?l (Fig. 2), III this 
(3) 
Formula 2 becomes en'n simpler if Dn = DJ? (Fig. 3) 
(4) 
It is also well-known that the same 111", velocity ratio can be obtaincd 
hy several types of P.G.T. if one chooses the right geometrical data and a con-
yenient variety of connections for the main elements of the P.G.T. (Table 2). 
In this case, it is insignificant from the kinematic point of view what kind of 
P.G.T. type is uscd. Therefore, it is practical to make a generalization of the 
b basic ratio; that is to introduce the B general basic ratio, which can be cal-
culated from b taking the yariety of connections into account. It means that 
having a B general basic ratio one can find a conyenient P.G.T. type of a cer-
tain b with a certain yariety of conncction. 
In the general case, the three main elements (or their shafts) of the 
P.G.T. are indicated by x, y and z (Fig. 4), and the formula is: 
(5) 
Notice that x, y, z and numbers 1, 2, 3 can be disposed in six varieties 
(Table lIT). 
It goes, without saying, that if one takes shaft x as an input shaft, shaft 
)' as an output shaft and shaft z is fixed, the B general basic ratio will equal 
the velocity ratio directly: 111", = B. 
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Table II 
~~ I I D,= 4 
mw ~-0'251 
I m ---LT L '"' D2= -16 
I th-I D, = 6 I I D2 = 6.57 I mw=-0,251 
I in~ L..L.OUI D",= 3 I D"2= 2.~3 I ~J D, = 6 I I mw=-0,25 I I D2 = 2.58 I I In.1..J ~out D41= 3 3 D"2= 6~2 
H1 D, =6 DZ = 2 , mw=-0,25 i D:;I= 3 I in~ "L-!.. oul D"2= ~ I 
i 
T2 I 
in~~OUI D, = 4 I mw=-0'25 I Dz=-2D 
I 
I ]iQ D, = -18 I I-rI D2 = -20.6 mw=- 0.25 I D., = 6 
I In~ 20uI D"2= 86 
Table III 
~~~ 3 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 x Y x !J x y 
B=b B 0-/ =T 
;+; A AI ~~~I
B =-t B= b~1 3=7-0 I 
6 Periodie3 Poly technic-a :\1. XIIlj2 
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It can be stated that the B general basic ratio is more significant in 
cases when none of the main elements of the P.G.T. are fixed, that is ·when all 
three can rotate. This occurs, for instance, in hydromechanical transmissions 
(Fig. 5). ObYiollsly, the Yersions, shown in Fig. 5 are identical from a kinematic 
'0 Jbjt,"; 
~ in-I1-rtj)~ out 
iO~U7,"; 
~ ~ ~~8 
in~out @-Q in B out x y 
Fi;!. 6 
point of view with each other if the values of B are the same although different 
types of P.G.T. are used. These kinds of hydromechanical transmission can be 
easily investigated kinematically by Formula 5. 
P.G.T., element;:; of which is not fixed but connected to element y by 
some connecting element Q (Fig. 6), and consequently, the angular velocity 
of element z had been made dependent on the angular velocity of element y, 
can be called side-connected P.G.T. In Fig. 5, a hydraulic torque converter is 
the connecting element. In practice, any kind of machines and mechanisms 
being able to transmit power or motion (mechanic, hydraulic, electric, magnetic, 
etc. devices) can be used as a connecting element. 
The velocitv ratio of a side-connected P.G.T. can be determined by the 
formula [17]: 
COy = B (6) lnyx B-1 (J) 1 x 
myz 
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Wv 
where my: is the velocity ratio of the connecting element: my: = -' , which 
Wz 
can be either constant or variable. In Fig. 5, for instance, where the turbine 
is connected to shaft y: 
In case when the pump is connected to shaft y: 
1 
mvz ==--
- mH 
When shaft x is the input shaft (forward-connected P.G.T., Fig. 6) 
then mU) = myx, in the opposite case (backward-connected P.G.T.) mm 
IJmyx (Fig. 7). 
~z ~ B oW y x 
It often occurs that a fixed P.G.T. is taken as a connecting element of a 
side-connected P.G.T. (Fig. 8). In that case Formula 6 is as follow: 
B' (7) my x = B'-l 1 ...L BIT 
if y" = y' y. 
In practice, one can also meet cases, when a side-connected P.G.T. is 
taken as a connecting element of another side-connected P.G.T. (e. g. the third 
speed of the Wilson transmission, Fig. 9). 
FiU_ S 
Not only in the examples above, but in every case, the analysis of the 
P.G.T.-s is simpler and more general if one uses the B general basic ratio in-
stead of b. 
6* 
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in 
Fig. 9 
The function B = j(b) must be investigated more closely. This function 
is usually given in tables (e.g. Table lIT), which contain separate formulas. These 
tables make an impression as though there were no common base for differ-
ent types of P. G. T. and for different varieties of connection: as though each 
type and variety of connection were independent from others. In fact, there is 
a very close connection between them: all types of P. G. T. with all varieties 
of connection can be derived from only one common "ancestor". 
4X 4Y 4Z 
I I I 
--.J T LL 
x Y 
Fig. 10 
First, for the sake of simplicity, derive the P. G. T. types without auxili-
ary planet gears. ID Fig. 10, one can see the basic type. The derivation is a 
process of changing diameters of certain gears. By changing the diameter of 
an external gear (D > 0) one can get an internal gear (D < 0) as it is shown 
in Fig. 11. 
Fig. 11 
Returning to Fig. 10 it can be stated that it shows not simple but con-
nected (or rather united) P.G.T.-s, since it has not two but three central gears. 
These united P.G.T.-s can be separated into two simple P.G.T.-s (Fig. 12). 
This is a case when a simple P .G.T. is the connecting element of a side-connected 
simple P.G.T. Since element z is not fixed, Formula 7 gives the velocity ratio 
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Fig. 12 
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related to the angular velocity of element z, that is, in this case, the myz 
velocity ratio is equal to B general basic ratio of the united P.G.T.-s: 
(8) 
1 +----B" 
Taking into account the indexes from Fig. 10 and using Table III and 
Formula 3 one can write: 
DxD.,y 
DyD1x 
B" = 1- b" = 1- =1- D z D 1y 
DyD.1X D"D" 2 .jl 
Substituting Formulas 9 and 10 in Formula 8 after reduction 
B= 
D-D D.1Z - ---' .1\1 D -y 
DJz - Dz DJX Dx 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Having Formula 11, one may investigate the effect of decreasing the 
diameter of one of tbe planet gears to zero. In Fig. 13, another united P.G.T. 
is shown. Take D 4.\1 = 0 (sketch b). In this case, r.\\ = r3 and W\I = 0)3' 
which means, that a central gear becomes an arm 'when the diameter of the 
planet gear being in mesh with it, decreases to zero (sketch c). 
Returning to the basic type (Fig. 10), decrease the diameters of the pla-
net gears one by one (Fig. 14). When D 4X = 0, the element x becomes arm, 
elements y and z remain central gears (sketch a). In case D 4Y = 0, element 
y becomes arm. The type of P.G.T. is the same as before but the connection 
of its main elements with shafts x, y and z has been changed (sketch b). 
The result is similar when D JZ = 0 (sketch c). 
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Fig. 13 
Look at Formula 11 in all three cases, 
Case a: 
D.1X 
D.ly 
D.J: 
0' ,
JtIL 
x y 
a} D"x=O 
1tL 
x y 
c) D"z 0 
Fir!. ].J 
Dx - D3 ; 
Dy D I ; 
D z - D z• 
::\ote: The indexes of the two central gears can be chosen from 1 and 2 
"'ithout restriction; the inverse of them will automatically appear later. 
Substituting the above equations in Formula 11, using Formula 3 one gets 
Case b: 
D D., D 
. .12 - --- ·n 
B = ----::::--"---
D.lx 
DJ), 
D.JZ -
= 1 _ D2 D.n = lIb - 1 
DIDe - T=--b-' 
Dx =D2 ; 
Dy =D3; 
D: =DI. 
After substitution, 
B = _ _ D-..::;H::--__ ___ --=1--==--_ 
Dl DID.l? 
D 11 - D._, DJ? 1 - -"-----=-
, DzD.n 
1 
1-b 
(Case c: 
D.lX D.n; Dx DI; 
D ly DE; Dy D2; 
D1: 0; Dz - D3, 
(12) 
(13) 
After substitution, 
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D.{o 
D2 -
B = --=-=---
_ D3 D 
D J1 1 
DID!2 = b . 
D2 Dn 
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One can see that sketches 14c, 14a, 14b, and Formulas 14·, 12, and 13 
correspond to the upper part of Table Ill. By changing indexes 1 and 2, one 
could get the lower part of it. 
After getting simple P.G.T.-s from the basic type by eliminating one of 
the planet gears, now change the diameters of the central gears. For the sake 
of bre...-ity. the process only for sketch 14b will be shown, the conclusions 'will 
he ...-alid for sketch 14a and 14c too. 
In Fig. 15. "ketch 1 correspond" to "ketch Llb. 
JL J1L 1L j t t Jr[~~=J1J;;1EF~=W~J-rl=HfM 
2 3 5 6 789 
9 10 i1 12 13 14 15 16 17 
f¥l-flftccftr1~JiTI;~ftrJ1tIT][]tl 
j~ A JL 
Fig. 15 
In sketches 2 through 5, D2 changes and Dl is constant. In sketch 3, 
D~ D:l , that is D.12 = 0, it means that element 3 has becomf' an arm too. 
Only one central gear has remained: the o:imple P.G.T. has become an elementary 
Fig. 16 Fig. 1'; 
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P.G.T. which has always one central gear only. In sketch 4, D z < O. In sketch 
5, D n = D wand the form of the P.G.T. can be simplified. 
In sketches 6 through 9, Dl changes and D2 is constant. The sketch 6 
shows the same type of P.G.T. as shown in sketch 4, but the geometrical sizes 
are different. In sketch 7, one can see an elementary P.G.T. again. In sketch 
8, both Dl and D2 already haye negative sign. 
In sketch cs 10 through 13, D2 will change its sign to positive, in sketches 
14 through 17, Dl will do the same. Note that in sketches 10 through 17, the 
D4x = 0 and y=y' 
Fig. 18 
JJIi rIfR -31tL r~ 
JlL -3IfR 11 Jlli 
Fig. ID 
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same P.G.T. types are shown as in sketches 9 back to L hut with reversed 1 
and 2 indexes. 
On the basis of Fig. 15, it can be stated that two types of elementary 
P.G.T. and four types of simple P.G.T. can he derived from type 14b, each 
with two varieties of connection. If one made the same process of derivation 
for types 14a and 14c, one would have gotten the same types of P. G.T. but 
with two other couples of varieties of connection. 
The types of elementary and simple P.G.T. derived from the basic type, 
shown in Fig. 10, are illustrated in Figs 16 and 17. These types are all without 
auxiliary planet gears. If one starts from the hasic type given in the top of 
Fig. 18, instead of Fig. 10, one will get all types of the elementary and simple 
P.G.T. with or without auxiliary planet gears. The process is similar to the 
process illustrated above, so only the main conclusions will he reported. 
The hasic type given in Fig. 18 has four central gears, two of them have 
index y (y! and y"). At the same time, one can take into account only one of 
elements y; otherwise the mechanism becomes overspecified. The left side of 
Fig. 18 corresponds to the well-known sketches l4a, 14b, and 14c. The right 
side of Fig. 18 illustrates the hasic type of P. G. T. with auxiliary planet gears 
in three varieties of connection. 
Fig. 20 
If one takes into account element )"1 the formula. convenient to Formula 
11, is as follows: 
(15) 
If one takes into account element y", 
B= (16) 
D + D z D D 4ZX 4z 4X 
Dx D4XZ 
n" ',~ DIII2 or D'll ~ DIII2 or 
DII? '" D',2/ D"2 ~ D112/ 
W·"·····~·,····'·",i,i< ~",,~, -.,' . "," 
f'),I"I,','",~,D ~"". ,-', , 112/ ' . 
.• ~ ....• I ~~ 
DI12,7DI,21 
n,z "DI,ZI 
/i';". :! I 
I_I 
Cb 
1'-' 
!" 
t-< 
r." 
:... 
'-< 
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:\"aturally, Formulas 15 and 16 include Formula 11; one can check it by 
I . . D4:x l' h su )stItutllH!: -- = - In t el11. 
~ D4x: 
11aking the process of derivation illustrated in Fig. 15 with the right side 
of Fig. 18, one gets further eight types of simple P.G.T., each of them ,~ith six 
varieties of connection. These new types are shown in Fig. 19. 
Till now cases when the planet gears can also become internal gcars 
(Dl < 0) have not been examined. It would take up too much space to illus-
trate the process of derivation in case of internal planet gears. Instead, some 
point5 of the process are only shown in Fig. 20, and the conclusion is reported 
1Fil -_lItt--1--T _~ 
Fig. 22 
that the simple P.G.T. with internal planet gears ha5 22 types, each with six 
"arietie5 of connection. 
In conclusion, it can be said that two types of elementary P.G.T. and 34 
types of simple P.G.T. exi5t in all. The H types are: four types without auxili-
ary planet gears, eight types with auxiliary planet gears, all these with exter-
nal planet gears, and twenty two with internal planet gears. This agrees with 
the conclusion of an investigation made in another way [20] which resultcd in 
the family tree of the simple P.G.T. (Fig. 21). One can see from the family 
l}J 
T T 
ng.23 
1 -I-Y. 
T L 
tree which of the special type of P.G.T. had been derived from which of the 
more general type. In the family tree, either the proportions or the signs of the 
various diameters as related to the certain types are also indicated. Fat arrows 
show the types made by changing the sign of diameters, thin arrows show the 
types made by reducing the number of the planet gears. 
In all cases when connected or united P.G.T.-s appear, recognizable by 
more than two central gears, it can be separated into two or more simple 
P .G.T.-s illmtrated in the family tree (Figs 22 and 23). 
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Summary 
All types of planetary gear train with all varieties of connection can be deriyed from 
only one common "ancestor". The derivation is a process of changing diameters of certain 
gears: by changing the diameter of an external (central or planet) gear one can get an internal 
gear and vice versa. In conclusion, it is said that two types of elementary planetary gear train 
and 34 types of simple planetary gear train exist in all, each with six varieties of connection. 
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